
Möbius Street Lyrics



The Empty Man
© 2007 Jeff Bohnhoff

Echoes in the hallway.
Echoes in the yard
The sound of people talking.
But he won’t let down his guard.

 If nature abhors a vacuum,
 Then he may be a marked man.
 Within the walls of his room,
 Is he just empty,
 Is he the empty man?

Voices in the subway.
Voices in the heat.
Crowds of people walking,
Sweep him from his feet.

 If nature abhors a vacuum, 
 Then he may be a marked man.
 Within the walls of his room,
 Is he just empty,
 Is he the empty man?

Words come tumbling,
All jumbled in a rush.
A flood of self revelation,
Followed by deep hush.
Once again he is empty,
Doesn’t seem like he’s quite there.
The empty man with the distant stare.
The empty man.
Oh, the empty man.

Hollow at the center.
No use for hollow words.
Kicks a can on down the street,
The sound of the absurd.

 If nature abhors a vacuum,
 Then he may have the last laugh.
 Just silence, but not emptiness.
 Is he just empty,
 Is he really the empty man?



Möbius Street
© 2001 Jeff Bohnhoff

Arabesques of smoke curl into a twilit sky,
From cigarettes that glow like fireflies. 
I look from my window at the people below.
Always changing, but never really new.

I’m not a pretender, though I sometimes pretend.
That I know just where this street will end.
Always beginning, we’re never quite done,
But then I think you always knew.

Will we end up on Mobius Street?
Where the sidewalk bends and twists beneath our feet.
I will make amends on Mobius Street.
There are no strangers here.

If I said I was sorry, would anything be changed?
Would all the pieces fit, the pattern rearrange?
Moving ahead with such relentless purpose.
Forever changed by little accidents.

This street’s not forever, but it never seems to end.
I know we’ll stay together, though neither wants to bend.
The horizon is nearer than we could ever dream.
But then I think you always knew.

Will we end up on Mobius Street.
Where the sidewalk bends and twists beneath our feet.
I will make amends on Mobius Street.
There are no strangers here.

Across the street, we see ourselves reflected.
Images from some crazy funhouse mirror.
Straight lines, always seem deflected,
Bridge the gap to make an imperfect circle.

We will end up on Mobius Street
Below the surface everything repeats.
I have friends on Mobius Street
We are not strangers here.



Between
©2004 Jeff Bohnhoff

Between the nightlight and the star
There are no words to say how far.
You spin your orbit carelessly,
Will you come back home to me?

Between my ceiling and the sky
So many things I’ve never tried.
I cross the T’s and dot the I’s,
I don’t really know quite why.

Between the candle and the sun
You feel its heat and then you run.
Does your faith come easily?
Or do you fight for what you see?

Between the thought and spoken word
A universe preserved.
Are you there?

Between the twilight and the night
A last moment of pure light.
The sense of something from beyond
A small snatch of perfect song.

Between the ocean and the void
Little ships that bob like toys.
I’m blown off course by heedless gusts
Brought back home by unsaid trust.

Between the memory and the day
Paint the world in shades of gray.
And yet you gravitate to light
I’m leaving on your old nightlight. 

Between the thought and spoken word
A universe preserved.
I am waiting…
I am waiting…



Candles in the Sand
© 2005-2008 Jeff Bohnhoff

I take a step in your direction,
And find we’re just as far apart.
We’re still tangled in connections.
The illusion of the separate heart.

 We’re just candles in the sand.
 Each little pool of light shows where we stand.

This edifice of misconception,
Lies in smoking ruins.
My heart is guilty of defection.
You pull it like a wayward moon.

 We’re just candles in the sand.
 Each little pool of light shows where we stand.

I take a step in your direction,
And find we’re just as far apart.
We’re still tangled in connections.
The illusion of the separate heart.



Moth
©1982 Maya Bohnhoff 

I heard the question that he posed.
Not meant for me—well, only God knows.
I felt the answer from inside.
I held it back and I lied.  
No, I said, I cannot tell which is the smile and which the veil. 
So many lines to read between—no way of knowing what it means.

I really should have kept apart.
I might have salvaged my heart.
But I stopped to listen to his words,
And in his voice I swear I heard
The roaring of the Sacred Fire—a sound that filled me with desire.
But one thing that this moth has learned: what can warm can also 
burn.
 
 Oh, you are a fire in the night.
 Oh, a warm flicker in the darkness.
 Oh, I am a moth to your flame.
 Come draw me to your heart.
 Draw me to your heart.

I stood within the fire's light,
Longing to stay, prepared to take flight.
But now I've seen my Master's face.
I will not leave his warm embrace.
No fear is great enough when you stand face to face with love.
Another lesson has been learned: one can find warmth and not get 
burned.

 Oh, my Lord, you are a fire in the night.
 Bahá'u'lláh—a warm flicker in the darkness.
 Oh, I am a moth to your flame.
 Come draw me to your heart.....



Radio Free Luna
© 1989 Jeff Bohnhoff

You get up every day
Grab a cup you’re on your way
Another day of lowered expectations.
In the car and to the job
Drive too fast and fight the mob
It seems you run in tiny circles.
But you know you’ve got a place you can go.
Just flip a switch and tune in the radio.

 In your car or at the beach
 It’s never out of reach
 Radio free Luna.
 It’s the sound of sanity
 It’s the hope of what can be
 Radio free Luna.

Get together with some friends
Dull conversations never end
Another night of wishful thinking.
But you feel the quiet pull
The moon is getting full
It’ll be a night of clear reception.
And you know you’ve got a place you can go.
Just flip a switch and tune in the radio.

 In your car or at the beach
 It’s never out of reach
 Radio free Luna.
 It’s the sound of sanity
 It’s the hope of what can be
 Radio free Luna.

 It’s a peaceful blow
 Against the status quo
 Radio free Luna
 It’s the sound of sanity
 It’s the hope of what can be
 Radio free Luna.



High Desert
©2005 Jeff Bohnhoff

If what’s done is done
Why won’t the wind forget?
Blowing sand that cuts like glass,
Fragments of the past.
Across the high desert.

Lightning on the distant peaks,
But it doesn’t feed the grid.
High tension in the wires,
Goes to ground beneath our tires.
We cross the high desert.

 We tune the radio
 To a station far away.
 Ghostly voices move us,
 Though we can’t hear what they say.
 The blacktop snakes and coils,
 A scar that cuts the land.
 And we do all that we can
 To cross the desert.

We stop around mid day
At a town that has no name.
Just a wide spot on the road,
An old woman selling polished stones,
Collected from the high desert.

Cataracts cloud eyes of blue,
Reflect back her inner light.
It leaks from every pore
But she smiles and says no more
Deep in the high desert.

 We tune the radio
 To a station far away.
 Ghostly voices move us,
 Though we can’t hear what they say.
 The blacktop snakes and coils,
 A scar that cuts the land.
 And we do all that we can
 To cross the desert.

Lightning on the distant peaks,
But it doesn’t feed the grid.
High tension in the wires,
Goes to ground beneath our tires.
We cross the high desert.

Dusty day to purple dusk.
We bundle up against the chill.
We see other moving lights.
They gather in the night.
A caravan across the desert.



Divide by Zero
© 2007 Jeff Bohnhoff

“I’m a tunnel-visionary”
Said the woman on the street.
“I watch the pixels dance and place my bets with chance,
And see what I want to see.”

“We understand that change is scary.”
Four out of five dentists agreed.
“We make an art of wants, and tell you what to flaunt,
But never what you need.”

 You can’t divide by zero.
 That answer will not come.
 You can’t divide by zero.
 The game’s not zero sum.

A thousand Sunday pundits
Sing a one note harmony.
They rage in great debates about affairs of state,
And argue false dichotomies.

“Your outrage is our asset”.
Said the pollster with a grin.
“You’ll quickly learn to crave the angry burn.
We’ll feed it with unending spin.”

 You can’t divide by zero.
 That answer will not come.
 You can’t divide by zero.
 The game’s not zero sum.

I’ve heard there is this great divide.
The way is barred the wall is high.
And we’re all told to choose a side.
I’ll meet you on a different road,
We’ll leave behind the things we hold.
We’ll take shelter from the numbing cold.

 You can’t divide by zero.
 That answer will not come.
 You can’t divide by zero.
 The game’s not zero sum.



Love Touches Everyone
© 1994-2008 Jeff Bohnhoff

Fogged breath and smoke rise through the air.
Deep unspoken prayers.
While cities rot in splendid ruins,
Will you meet me there?

 Love touches everyone, if obliquely.

Unseen stars on arcs of night.
Above the glare of yellow lights.
When the weight of cold rests on your heart,
Will you speak of me?

 Love touches everyone, if obliquely.
 You’re not the only one who wants to be free.

It’s a festival of lights, flickering through the city.
Neon glow and alley fires, sputter in the night.
A silent army gathers, hungry for the glow
In the shadows of tall buildings, away from where the tattered winds 
blow.

 Love touches everyone, if obliquely.
 You’re not the only one who wants to be free.



Who Can Explain the Hurricane?
© 2008 Jeff Bohnhoff

 
I came here,
Among spray-painted ruins.
Sending up some trial balloons.
But I never really had that much to say.

 
I wandered,
My better angels eased my way.
I pled with them to stay.
But I never read the signs along the way.

 
            Who can explain the hurricane?
            In the silence of the eye
            The wind won’t be denied.
            Who can explain the hurricane?

            Feel the gravity of need
            When the western waters bleed to red.

A raindrop,
Suspended on a hanging leaf.

On the edge of disbelief.
But somehow it just never seems to fall.

I know you.
From some other place,

Or a moment of pure grace.
The wind will help us raze these crumbling walls.

 Who can explain the hurricane?
           In the silence of the eye

           The wind won’t be denied.
           Who can explain the hurricane?
           Feel the gravity of need
           When the western waters bleed.
 

 Who can explain the hurricane?
 We all guard our fragile seeds.
 Watch the tattered storm clouds speed.
 Who can explain the hurricane?

 When our better angels call,
 Something better for us all this time.
 



Mother of Exiles
© 2007 Maya Bohnhoff

Not like the copper giantess of fame,

With sandaled feet upon Atlantic sand.

Here at our sea-washed sunrise gates are banned

 Those the woman with her torch once claimed.

 Those souls imprisoned, those who cried her name:

 “Mother of Exiles,” from whose beacon-hand

 Glowed world-wide welcome. Now her eyes command

 the ne’er-bridged walls along which rifles aim.

“Keep, broken lands, your harried poor!” cries she

With smiling lips. “Give me your trade. Your poor,

Your huddled masses, matter not to me,

Nor wretched refuse of your teeming shore.

Send these, the homeless, to some other lee.

I douse my lamp; just send your gold ashore.

Mother of Exiles lives here no more.

 My lamp lies shattered on the shore

 And blind, I seek the shards. 

 Mother of Exiles—weeping in the bone yards."



Falling 
©2002-2005 Jeff Bohnhoff

I’ve walked some crooked highways.
Straightest path to where I am.
Dusty roads and storm drenched skies -
And empty hands.

I’ve been a child of mercy.
Made a living as a fool.
I’ve taken stands on quicksand -
Without you.

Do we live like liars?
Pretend we’re less than what we are?
Is the feeling growing
That it’s gone too far?

 Falling together.
 Or falling apart.
 Looking for a change of weather -
 Today.

Lost in my own waiting
For what I cannot say.
Trying to see the future
Through yesterday.

Like leaves that blow in autumn -
My scattered plans.
I thought I was without you,
You were true.

 Falling together.
 Or falling apart.
 Looking for a change of weather -
 Today.



Seven Cities
© 2008 Jeff Bohnhoff

 
The sun rises cold on a city so old
And you have come asking questions.
The moments we keep between the second hand’s sweep
Ephemeral suggestions.

Is love the answer?
Or a door to some other end?
And when its flame stops burning,
What’s left to defend?

Foundations are built, on yesterday’s silt.
A thousand years of connections.
Spider web cracks, a mosaic of tracks
Lead me in one direction.
Were we made to wander?

To make a home of wind and dust?
And when this journey’s over,
Who will you trust?      
     
 Ooh seven cities

 Feel the stones beneath my soles
 Ooh seven cities
 The blowing dust will mark my goal.
 I’ll learn to lose control - In seven cities.
 

Content with this ground i ignore light and sound
And see no beginning nor ending.
The prologue was long not sure where I belonged
I’ve had enough of pretending.
Amazed I have to wonder

How deep it goes to stand so long.
A brand new sun cracks the horizon.
With light as old as the first song.

 - Chorus -

When it comes to the last,
When prologue is past,
To learn that I have nothing,
And it’s enough.

                       



Ghost Light
© 2008 Jeff Bohnhoff

Card in the scanner

To buy you some cheer.

The great static ocean

Will swallow all fear.

And we will go dancing 

By ghost light.

A phosphorous beacon

Lights the room in blue-gray.

Scanning for meaning,

Dots flicker and sway.

And here we are dancing

By ghost light.

And we will go dancing

By ghost light.


